
Global Leaders Committee meeting 6 June 2019 – online meeting 

The GLC is composed of elected Leader-representatives from each Direct Connect Entity 
(DCE) to facilitate communication between Leaders and the LLLI Board of Directors (BOD) 
and staff. 

Attendees: Cecily Harkins (BOD Chair, LLLI); Lee Claassen (Executive Director LLLI); 
Debbi Heffern, Alyson Casey Dewar, Linda Anderson, Tina Castellanos (LLL USA); 
Marie-Lyne Pelletier, Rita Daaboul-Hanna (Ligue La Leche); Mary Bird (for part of the call), 
Herrade Hemmerdinger, Lydia de Raad, (European Area Network, EAN), Emilia Bertolo, 
Helen Marriott (LLLGB); Mel Neal (LLL Canada); Janine Pinkham (LLL NZ); Charlene 
Biddle Jenkins, Linda J Smith, Melissa Thompson Onofrey (LLL Alliance); Sarah Hung, 
Guille Vázquez, Sivan Ben-Orr (International Area Network, IAN) 

News from the Board 

Brief update by Cecily, who mentioned the Board committees have been reformed after 
the last BOD elections. Lydia de Raad raised issues with the way the GLC appears on the 
LLLI website (at the moment the GLC is listed as a Board committee, which is not correct): 
Cecily mentioned this would be addressed. There was some discussion about data 
protection legislation, and whether European members should be asked permission for 
their names and photographs to be listed/featured on the open part of the website. 

1) General budget 

General budget is on the website (see here: 
https://www.llli.org/leader-pages/board/llli-financial-reports/). Two editors of Breastfeeding 
Today (instead of one) have been chosen. This means the budget allocation for that 
aspect has been increased. This is covered by a major donation received, and has been 
reallocated from money initially allocated for a new edition of The Womanly Art of 
Breastfeeding (WAB): GLC was told that US publishing suggests a 30% update for a new 
edition; at the moment the changes do not amount to 30%, so there are no current plans 
for a new edition. Some discussion on what constitutes change and whether this 30% 
cut-off is required in Europe or elsewhere. Several members (Tina and Alyson) stated that 
a new edition is important. The current edition is from 2010.  

2) Fundraising 

Discussion regarding the LLLI budget/finances continued. Lee reported that the mid-year 
fundraising campaign is running until the end of June. So far it has reached higher income 
than last year with a smaller mailing. Very targeted mailing went to specific donors (those 
who have responded positively in the past to this type of requests). There has also been 
social media advertising and emails. Debbi Heffern suggested that appeals if appeals are 
sent to Leaders who are also donors, they would be better received if they were written by 
Cecily (or another Leader), so they have a Leader perspective and voice. 

There was a long discussion on the need to diversify LLLI’s income (currently this relies 
heavily on one major donor). Cecily highlighted that is also at the forefront of the BOD’s 
mind, and they are working on plans, and it is a priority of the Resource Development 
Committee. Reduction of expenses to the level of cost sharing was also mentioned as a 

https://www.llli.org/leader-pages/board/llli-financial-reports/


way forward. The expenses associated with soliciting donations (including staff time) vs 
the amount fundraised was also discussed. Lee reported the management company 
provides a monthly report on staff time allocation to various operations. Cecily posted this 
information on the chat box of the call, outlining the work of the Resource Development 
Committee: 

Development of sub-committees for Donor Relations, Grant Proposal Writing, Business 
partnerships, Non-donation revenue ventures. The committee has generated plans for 
increasing donations. Conversing with EAN and IAN about possible grant funding for 
translation projects. We are hoping to determine which materials are most needed to be 
translated into which languages. Researching possible corporate funders. Devising a 
system for reviewing the Webinars to ensure high quality. 

3) Publications 

WAB in Chinese is proving popular, and Cecily reported in the two months it has been out, 
100,000 US-dollars worth of WAB in Chinese have been sold (which have associated 
royalties that go to LLLI). Sarah Hung asked about the rights to translate the book from 
Mandarin (current version) to Cantonese; LLL in Hong Kong has set aside funds for that. 
At the moment, the translation would have to be from the original English version, since 
the rights to the Mandarin translation belong to the publisher; these translation rights will 
revert to LLLI after 2 years. Discussion about the future translation of Sweet Sleep in 
Cantonese were also discussed. There was a discussion on whether it is equitable that 
LLL entities outside the US have to pay royalties to LLLI to be able to translate WAB to 
their languages; a GLC rep highlighted that not levying royalties was a big issue as part of 
the cost sharing discussions which took place a few years ago. The royalties are typically 
being paid by the publishers, although in some countries is the DCE which pays. 

Explanatory post call note - LLLI made a three year agreement with the original publisher 
of the WAB in Chinese (Mandarin), of which one year has now passed, that the second 
publisher could use the translation for three years and sell the books they currently have. 
At the end of the three years all unsold books will need to be destroyed. And there is no 
possibility of re-using the translation to do other work. 

4) Branding 

Webinars: Lydia de Raad asked how the topics for the webinar are selected. It was 
highlighted that having a wide range of topics is good, but as it is a form of "branding" it is 
important that the system to choose the topics is appropriately robust. This question was 
prompted by the latest webinar on tongue tie, which has generated some controversy on 
Facebook. Some difference of opinions on whether LLLI could be seen as endorsing a 
particular point of view. Some GLC members saw it as a potential risk to the reputation of 
LLL while others were of the opinion that the webinar represent different opinions by 
different researchers/speakers, which does not necessarily mean LLL endorses everything 
they say. 

5) Leader Accreditation 



Toshi Jolliffe continues as the Director of the Leader Accreditation Department (DLAD) 
until a search for a new DLAD is conducted. 

6) Global Policy making 

Questions on the status of the DCEs were raised. Recent changes to the bylaws (May 
2019) require DCEs to have agreements with LLLI, work between LLLI and the DCEs is 
underway to get these agreements drafted. There was a discussion on whether this was 
appropriate, or it would have been more appropriate to do it the other way round (first set 
the agreements, then change the bylaws) 

      7) Document Retention Policy 

Tina Castellanos asked what is LLLI’s document retention policy: Lee reported that 
different documents are kept by different length of time, according to various legal needs 
(for example, financial records are kept for 7 years to comply with US tax legislation). Lee 
offered to send a copy of the policy to the GLC.  

          8) Any Other Business 

Question about the items which were part of the consent agenda for the latest BOD 
meeting (consent agenda are non-controversial items routine reports, which appear under 
one agenda item: the consent agenda can be approved in one action, instead of each item 
separately).  Lee confirmed that these were the minutes of the previous meeting and the 
staff usage report). 

The latest LLLI News mentioned updates to the bylaws, but did not include the specific 
section updated (a link to the bylaws was provided instead). There was a brief discussion 
on how it is more useful to have specific information on the changes in the News email 
itself, rather than just having the link to the LLLI website. 


